The Netherlands Pavilion
Press Kit

We warmly welcome all journalists around the world
to visit the Netherlands Pavilion.

In this press kit, we would like to give you some
detailed background information about the
Netherlands Pavilion at Expo 2020 Dubai.

Should you have any further questions, please send
an email to shabana.unni@minbuza.nl

GENERAL INFORMATION

‘Uniting Water, Energy and Food’ is the central theme of the Netherlands pavilion,
situated in the Sustainability District of the Expo. Built by the consortium of V8
Architects, Expomobilia, KossmandeJong and Witteveen&Bos, the pavilion is a mini
biotope, creating its own energy, water and food.

It has a minimal ecological footprint: building materials mostly are being rented or
reused once the Expo is over. With 2170 square meters (35m x 62m) the lot of the
pavilion is medium-sized.

The

Netherlands

brings

people,

knowledge

and

technology

together

for

the

greater good.

Our relationship with other countries is a lot like our relationship with the natural
elements. It’s about interconnection, mutual respect, give and take. Water, energy
and food have shaped our country over the centuries, and indeed our history.

We're keen to share this specialised knowledge with the rest of the world, and
make a more sustainable future possible. We believe that teamwork leads to the
most effective solution.

To feed, house and secure the almost 10 billion people that will inhabit the world
by 2050, we have to rethink the way we use scarce resources and meet the
growing demand for water, energy and food as efficiently as possible.

THE NETHERLANDS PAVILION

The

Netherlands

Pavilion

is

all

about

making

smart

and

sustainable

connections

between water, energy and food, as a way to create innovative solutions for global
issues like water scarcity, the energy transition and food security.

Designed as a recyclable miniature world with a naturally controlled climate, the
pavilion shows how a combination of unique innovations make it possible to extract
water from air, harvest food, and generate electricity. In Dubai’s challenging desert
climate, the Netherlands has created a temporary biotope.

Water, energy and food are intrinsically connected together. At our pavilion, visitors
can see, smell, breathe, hear, and feel the close connection between water, energy,
and food in an astounding way, enabling an all-inclusive sensory experience.

To meet the growing demand for water, energy and food, we must find a balance
between

maintaining

resources

long-term

and

maximizing

what

we

use.

The

Netherlands Pavilion is our miniature world where people can join the conversation on
how we can connect minds to secure water, energy and food. We bring together
innovations on the crossroads of circular water management, agriculture and food,
and clean energy. We create a platform for business opportunities.

OUR INNOVATORS

The

story

of

developed

our
the

biotope

starts

solar-powered

with

water.

rain

shower

Designer

Ap

‘SunGlacier’,

Verheggen
a

Dutch

innovation that allows to harvest hundreds of litres water at our pavilion
every day.

The solar cells in the pavilion’s skylights, devised by solar designer Marjan
van Aubel, provide the rain shower with electricity. At the same time, these
skylights allow sunlight to enter the pavilion, which the plants need for
photosynthesis.

Inside the pavilion, the centrepiece: is an 18 metres giant green cone
covered in edible plants, irrigated with the harvested water. On the inside,
this food cone has the perfect conditions for growing oyster mushrooms. Its
design helps keeping the pavilion cool. The humidified air, rich in CO2, also
aids in the growth of the edible plants on the exterior of the cone.

OUR INNOVATORS
With a view of keeping the pavilion’s carbon footprint as low as possible, many
of the materials used are reusable, recyclable or biodegradable.

This includes construction materials: steel sheet piles, pipes were leased locally
and will be returned after the Expo ends − a unique approach emphasising the
circularity of the construction materials at the same time showcasing Dutch
civil engineering expertise.

The floor tiles and acoustic wall panels of the lounge area are designed and
executed

using

a

new

bio-based

building

material

made

of

mycelium,

(vegetative part of mushrooms) created by the Italian company Mogu.

The curtains in the business lounge and the canopy gracing the façade, both
devised

by

biopolymers.

Amsterdam-based
Besides

being

BuroBelén,

sustainable,

the

are

the

textile

of

first
the

textiles

made

canopy

of

protects

against harmful radiation from the sun while still allowing the body to produce
the Vitamin D needed for good health.

OUR VISITOR EXPERIENCE
The visitor journey in our pavilion is directly linked to our theme ‘Uniting water, energy and food’. The
distinctive immersive experiences at the pavilion are divided into three sections: queueing, pre-show
area and main-show area.

QUEUEING AREA
Visitors enter the pavilion from the concourse and slowly walk down the rusted ramps. While queuing
up here, they will hear anticipating soundscape, which is a mix of Dutch innovations (nature and
technology). These sounds will make them curious.

PRE-SHOW
With social-distancing measures, a limited number of visitors (100) will be allowed into the next space –
the ‘Pre-show’ at a time. When entering this space, they will be handed umbrellas. The visitors are
requested to keep them closed for the time being. This dimly lit space is dominated by a large
panoramic

screen

consisting

of

a

grid

composed

of

individual

squares.

Visitors

will

witness

an

enthralling choreography of video and graphical elements that explain how our planet seeks to strike
a balance between water, energy and food. It will demonstrate how the Netherlands plays a leading
role in devising innovative solutions to these global challenges. Underneath the huge screen, a large
door opens and visitors are invited to enter the ‘Main show’ area.

OUR VISITOR EXPERIENCE
Moving on, visitors will enter a cone shaped space that is 18m in height. All walls are
cladded with oyster mushrooms with an exotic aroma. Everybody steps on the circles on the
floor and they can now open the umbrellas. Slowly animated raindrops fall on the umbrellas.
The visitors will experience a visual treat and observe how water-energy-food are interlinked.
The journey ends with a scene of the plant covered cone, like a giant vertical garden. Now
the visuals fade away and guests are prompted to close their umbrellas.

Suddenly it starts raining! Water falls down from the top of the cone into a basin in middle of
the cone. Sound and music makes this grand finale reach to a refreshing and soothing
climax. As the door opens to the other side, they will step into an enormous space that is
filled with sunshine. When the guests turn around they will be thrilled to see the actual
impressive cone fully cladded with around 9300 edible plants!

Visitors can take a break and have a scrumptious healthy meal prepared at our restaurant.
The souvenir shop has some excellent memorable take-aways for your loved ones. As the
visitors exit from our pavilion, they will be inspired and will join in our efforts in communicating
our message of ‘Uniting water, energy, food’ for a more sustainable and happier tomorrow!

OUR ARTISTS

Birthe Leemeijer (permanent at the pavilion)
She sought to capture the spirit of one of the oldest polders in the Netherlands and
came

up

with

a

perfume

named

L’Essence

de

Mastenbroek

triggering

both

memory and imagination. According to her, scent has the power to transport us to
a time and place beyond images and words.

Joep van Lieshout (permanent at the pavilion)
The series of clocks by Atelier Van Lieshout (AVL) reminds us that time is precious
and implies the end of time itself or at least the conclusion of our current era and its
destructive dynamics. It acts like humanity’s alarm clock.

OUR ARTISTS

Vilma Henkelman (permanent at the pavilion)
Her ceramics are an exploration of life in clay. They are about connecting with the
world’s most basic material and being in the moment and conversing directly with
the earth. The work on display at the pavilion dates from Henkelman’s formative
period in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

Kadir van Lohuizen (permanent at the pavilion)
He documents the impact of human activity on our planet and its climate. The
effects of the climate crisis are the subject of Kadir’s photo series Rising Tide. It
represents the human stories behind the data on melting ice sheets, salinisation of
agricultural land and disappearing islands.

OUR ARTISTS

Theo Jansen
He has created a whole new species cost efficiently using only plastic tubes, wind
and his own imagination. For over 30 years he has been building generations of
new species that will eventually survive its creator and continue to evolve on its
own.

They

are

tested

on

the

beaches

of

the

Hague.

Hence

the

name:

Strandbeesten meaning beach beasts.

Berndnaut Smilde
He has mastered the art of indoor cloud making. His meteorological manipulations
force guests to take a better look at the environment and consider what’s real. The
clouds last just a few moments. They live on in the pictures he takes of them, which
are, in his opinion, the real artworks.

FACTS & FIGURES

The

entire

pavilion

is

constructed

based

on

extremely

sustainable

strategies.

Building materials used, are locally sourced and intended to be reused, recycled

or repurposed at the end of Expo 2020. In essence, the plot will be left as barren

land just as how we found it in 2016. The pavilion is designed as a biotope that

transforms into a miniature, self-sufficient circular climate system harvesting it’s own

water, energy and food organically through vertical farming.

The pavilion’s theme contributes to more awareness and international cooperation

in achieving some of the important Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Of the

17 SDGs, 11 relate to these three sectors. At the pavilion, we will showcase how

working together can contribute towards achieving some of these SDGs thereby

reducing the ecological footprint to as low as possible.

The Dutch ‘SunGlacier’ technology will extract 800 litres of water daily from the

desert

air

using

solar

innovative method.

energy.

The

water

will

be

purified

using

a

distinctive,

FACTS & FIGURES

2000 tonnes of steel is being used to construct the pavilion was leased

locally & will be repurposed in future projects in the UAE once the Expo

period concludes.

The multi-functional solar panels designed by Marjan Van Aubel on the

pavilion’s roof produces light, energy and aids in the photosynthesis of

plants.

The

colored

solar

technology

is

printed

on

PET

foils

&

is

sustainably produced & are extremely lightweight.

The 44-metre wide and 14-metres long curtains in the business lounge

and the canopy gracing the façade, both devised by Amsterdam-

based BuroBelén, are the first textiles made of bio polymers.

Installed by Mogu, floor tiles & acoustic wall panels in the lounge area

features

650

m2

bio-based

vegetative part of a mushroom.

material

made

with

mycelium,

the

NATIONAL PARTNERS

SPONSORS

Shell

Holland Water

Van Oord

Bom Group
Ahrend
Leadax
Signify

SUPPLIERS

Koppert Biological Systems
Schijvens

V8 Architects
ExpoMobilia
Witteveen+Bos
KossmandeJong / BIND

Quooker
MJ Tech
Lensvelt
Hoogendoorn
Keller Kitchens

Van der Linde Catering

Meever & Meever

GL Events

Fourleaf

Meetinglinq

Impriva

Transguard
Wirtz Film & Experience Agency
Sunglacier Technologies (Ap Verheggen)
Marjan van Aubel Studio

Ryberg
The Vegetarian Butcher
Bavaria
Priva
LeasePlan

Mogu

Blue Box

BuroBelèn

Prakash Trading Company

ABOUT THE NETHERLANDS

A leader in Sustainable Innovations & Circular Economy
Capital : Amsterdam
King of the Netherlands : His Majesty King Willem-Alexander
Population: 17,469,635
GDP per capita :

€50,518

Bilateral trade in goods (2020): Approx.

€4.8 billion

Most competitive economy in Europe (by WEF, 2019 GCI)
Most connected country (by DHL index, 2020)
Largest port in Europe (Port of Rotterdam)

ABOUT THE NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands is the second largest exporter of agricultural products in the world.
The Netherlands is one of Europe’s most densely populated countries and ranks among the top places in the world to live and work.
One third of the Netherlands lies below sea level.
Water, energy and food security are global issues. The Netherlands is working hard to tackle them. With such a large part of the
country below sea level, it had to protect land from the powers of nature for centuries. Using our long-standing experience in intensive
agriculture and farming, the Netherlands is able to grow high-quality produce. We are keen to share our expertise in connecting
water, energy and food with the world.
We collaborate very closely with companies, knowledge institutions and government authorities to create advanced technology. In
fact, the Netherlands ranks as Top 5 according to the Global Innovation Index 2020. Through our programming initiatives at the
Netherlands pavilion, visitors will learn more about our solutions for difficult issues like water scarcity, food security and energy transition.
Our pavilion is a platform where businesses can meet and connect with key stakeholders.

WORKING TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

WATER
Reliable data forms the basis of effective water management and the Netherlands
has

a

unique

‘Netherlands

position

Water

in

the

development

Partnership

(NWP)’

and

of

‘Smart

‘The

Information

Water

Alliance’

Solutions’.
consists

The

of

a

partnership between private enterprises, NGOs, research institutes and government
agencies that act as a centre for water-related expertise, provide information about
latest policies, technologies and market opportunities.

ENERGY
Netherlands has strengthened its top position in renewable energy R&D and is now
testing

with

energy

from

waves,

algae

and

biomass.

The

Netherlands

being

the

largest energy hub of Europe is heavily investing to become the major hydrogen hub
too - a second gas revolution. It is expected a major part of green hydrogen needed
in Europe will be produced in the MENA region.

FOOD
Netherlands is known as an ‘Agrifood Powerhouse’ – a small country with global
reach

in

feeding

the

world-

from

farm

to

fork.

The

massive

developments

in

innovation as a whole has impacted the Netherlands over the years and it has aided
the to drive more modernized farming methods for a safer, healthier and sustainable
future.

About Expo 2020 Dubai

EXPO 2020 DUBAI GENERAL SITE INFORMATION

From 1 October 2021 to 31 March 2022, the city of Dubai in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) will bring
together innovative ideas from a record 191 countries in an area spanning 4.5 km2.

The Expo 2020 site is located in the Dubai South district and is within easy reach of Dubai and Abu Dhabi
International airport cruise terminals. The site has its own metro station, capable of transporting 22,000
passengers per hour. As an indication, from well known Dubai’s Marina district it is about 20 km by road,
while the metro takes you to the expo site in 20 minutes.

The site has three large thematic districts, each one dedicated to one of the subthemes of Expo 2020:
Opportunity, Mobility and Sustainability.

The Netherlands Pavilion is located in the Sustainability District.

EXPO 2020 DUBAI GENERAL SITE INFORMATION

Opening times of the EXPO 2020 Dubai
09:00 / 00:00 weekdays (Sunday - Thursday)
09:00 / 02:00 weekends (Friday & Saturday)

Opening times of the visitors experience in the Netherlands Pavilion
10:00 / 22:00 (daily)

Entrance tickets giving access to the EXPO 2020 Dubai terrain and all venues
A one-day adult (ages 18 - 59) ticket costs AED 95 (±EUR 22).
A multi-day adult ticket costs AED 195 (±EUR 45) and can be used on 30 consecutive days from the
first day of use.
A season pass costs AED 495 (±EUR 115) and allows holders unlimited entry for the entire six months of
Expo 2020.
Free: 60+, students, under 18s, disabled + 1 companion at half price
Tickets are personalised and non-transferable.

Please note: without an entry ticket you and your esteemed guests will not be able to visit the
EXPO 2020 Dubai site nor any pavilion.

Tickets can be purchased on arrival, though it is good to be mindful of queues and possible
delays. You can book online by clicking on this link.

Visiting the Expo 2020 Dubai site by public transport

By Metro
The metro is the fastest and most sustainable way to get here. The Dubai Metro Red Line takes you from
the city of Dubai to the entrance of Expo 2020. The Dubai Metro Red Line from Dubai International Airport
connects to the Route 2020 line at Jabal Ali Station (formerly Nakheel Harbour and Tower Station), which
takes you to Expo 2020 Dubai. Plan your metro journey with this link.

Last departures: weekdays 00:00 / weekend 01:00

By Expo Rider buses
Get to and from the Expo 2020 site via a dedicated public bus service. There will be 580 Expo Rider buses
operated by the Dubai Road and Transport Authority (RTA).

Information about where you can catch the rider across the United Arab Emirates will be available soon.

It’s free of charge for Expo 2020 Dubai visitors. Just remember where you get off, as you’ll have to take
the return trip from the same gate!

By taxi
Dubai’s taxis and car hires are plentiful and are available at each gate. In general taxis can be booked
by phone, but the simplest way is to book via the Careem or Uber app.

Visiting Expo 2020 site by car

Parking
If you’re driving to the Expo 2020 Dubai site, you can get here from all major roads. Follow the signs for
one of the four designated parking zones:

Sustainability parking zone (from the E77 Expo Road or D54 Sheikh Zayed Bin Hamdan al Nahyan
Road)
The Netherlands Pavilion is located in the Sustainability District.
Opportunity parking zone (from the E77 Expo Road)
Mobility parking zone (from the E311 Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed Road)
Dubai Exhibition Centre parking zone (from the E311 Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed Road) Parking fee:
parking is free of charge.

Hours of operation: 08.30 to 01.00 Saturday to Wednesday / 08.30 to 03.00 Thursday to Friday and
special days.

Car park shuttles
Standard car park shuttles will operate from all car parks, ensuring that you don’t need to walk more than
600m from your vehicle to the gate. Shuttles will operate on a high-frequency basis while the parking
zones are open.

Pick-up/drop-off areas
There are dedicated pick-up and drop-off locations close to the Opportunity, Sustainability and Mobility
gates. Just follow the parking directions.

Electric vehicle (EV) charging points
There are limited EV charging points at the Opportunity, Sustainability and
Mobility parking zones.

We look forward to welcoming you.

